
STUDENT SUPPLY LIST 

 

Updated: 5/18/10 10:06 PM 

3 D GIFT ROSE  
  

TEACHER: Carrie Morgan    E-MAIL: Sew42n8@gmail.com  

Class Date:                                  CLASS TIME:    

CLASS DESCRIPTION: Using your favorite sheers, embroider the elements of this beautiful 

Rose. Attach it to a dowel/stem or onto a pin to wear everywhere! 

 

 CATEGORY:  Workshop ___ Garments__ Creative Sewing_x__ Kids ___ Embroidery_x__  

SKILL LEVEL: All 

 

PREREQUISITE: You must have completed machine mastery OR have knowledge of how to use your 
machine, OR permission of teacher. It is unfair to other students to use classes to learn how to operate 
your machine. 

STUDENTS: PLEASE PURCHASE SUPPLIES EARLY! 
ITEMS LISTED FOR CLASS ARE REQUIRED UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

SUPPLIES REQUIRED: 
 Gift Rose CD with designs ready to sew. On usb or transferred to your machine. If they 

sell out, the designs will be provided for use after you order your copy. 
 One yard of sheer chiffon. You will be using two layers and can achieve a wonderful 

effect by mixing colors. (Synthetics works well and are easy to “burn” edges. OPT) 
 ½ yd of a green for leaves, calyx & thread to match. 
 Threads to match and bobbins wound of same. We will be using lots of thread! 
 For rose on stem, you will need a dowel, florist tape. 
 For a pin, you will need a blank for that. I have many, if you can’t find one. 
 Small bit of stuffing for bud 
 White glue. 
 Hand sewing thread and  needle for construction 
 Very sharp small scissors 
 Stencil burning tool is optional 
 You will NOT be using stabilizer, unless you decide to make the free standing lace 

option rose. Water soluble stabilizer if you do. Badgemaster is a good one 
 Your largest hoops. It is faster to load several into one hooping and have another hoop 

ready to switch out and sew while you trim. BIG TIMESAVER 
 
BASIC SEWING SUPPLIES: Yes  
 
(This includes: Good quality fabric scissors, small scissors or thread nips, straight pins, 6” seam gauge or 
ruler, seam ripper, fabric marker, assorted machine needles, pen and paper for notes, any other items 
you commonly use.  Please call us with questions.) 

STUDENTS: YOUR MACHINE AND EMBROIDERY UNIT SHOULD BE IN GOOD WORKING ORDER. 
 

SEWING MACHINE YES         EMBRODERY UNIT Yes      

mailto:Sew42n8@gmail.com

